The Cognitive Computing Odyssey  
Fall 2017 // Presented by Uncubed & IBM

Note: Travel & lodging are fully covered for accepted students.

Cognitive computing unites fields like artificial intelligence, machine learning, & natural language processing to "think" about data more like a human than a computer.

It treats cancer patients, personalizes education, predicts financial markets and the weather, helps governments make decisions, and rethinks retail.

This Fall, students from across the country will meet in Austin (TX), Atlanta (GA), and Ottawa (ON) - travel & lodging fully covered - to explore the technology, future, and jobs of cognitive computing as part of The Cognitive Computing Odyssey.

Participation is through application process, and jobs are available within Engineering & Development, Design & UX, Product Management, and Data Science.

If selected to participate, you will:

- Meet engineers, scientists, researchers, designers, product managers, data scientists, executives, and program managers from across IBM
- Spend 2 days with other students from across the U.S.
- Take place in a hackathon leveraging IBM's latest technologies and research
- Learn about the applications of cognitive computing, cloud computing, blockchain, design thinking, and more
- Have final-round job interviews for 2018

APPLY & LEARN MORE HERE: uncubed.com/ibm